
 

Compliance Reform Forum – Fraud sub-group 
Minutes of meeting held on 11 February 2013 
 
Attendees: 
Aleem Islan   Association of Accounting Technicians 
Chas Roy-Chowdhury Association of Chartered and Certified Accountants 
Arnold Homer   Association of Taxation Technicians 
Gary Ashford   Chartered Institute of Taxation 
Steve Botham   Chartered Institute of Taxation 
Robert Maas   Institute of Chartered Accountants in England & Wales 
John Cassidy   Institute of Chartered Accountants in England & Wales 
Ian Browne   TaxAid 
Gary Rowson   Tax Investigation Practitioners Group 
Andrew Watt   Tax Investigation Practitioners Group 
 
Ralf Cook (Chair)  HMRC 
Mike Rhodes   HMRC Local Compliance (Fraud) 
Hannah Wickstead  HMRC Risk & Intelligence Service (Criminal & Enforcement Policy) 
Tracy Callagan  HMRC Risk & Intelligence Service (Criminal & Enforcement Policy) 
Andy Cole   HMRC Specialist Investigations 
Barry Charles   HMRC Specialist Investigations (Evasion & Fraud) 
Jane Howard (Secretary) HMRC 
 
Apologies: 
Jeremy Nottingham  Association of Accounting Technicians 
Pete Robson   HMRC Criminal Investigation 
 
Welcome and introductions  
1. Ralf Cook welcomed everyone to the inaugural meeting of the Fraud sub-group and 
introductions were made around the table. The sub-group brings together non-chartered 
and chartered representative bodies so that HMRC can discuss and consult with them on 
issues affecting fraud and evasion. It will operate as a subgroup of the Compliance 
Reform Forum. 
 
Terms of reference 
2. Attendees reviewed the draft terms of reference and suggested some amendments. 
It was noted that whilst HMRC will only discuss and consult with member bodies on 
aspects about fraud which fall within HMRC’s remit, this did not preclude members from 
bringing to HMRC’s attention any issues or concerns beyond tax-related fraud activity 
dealt with under civil powers for HMRC to feedback to the appropriate government 
stakeholder if appropriate. 
 
Action point: HMRC to circulate revised terms of reference to reflect the changes now 
agreed.  
 
Contractual disclosure facility (CDF) 
3. HMRC reiterated that the CDF was only appropriate for cases of fraud. It should not 
be used for cases of other tax error. 
 
4. Member bodies generally welcomed the CDF process but had concerns about case 
selection and standards and would like to see some form of moderation to the 
declaration to cover people who are not aware that their deliberate failure to pay taxes is 
a fraudulent act. 
 
5. HMRC said the contract does not require people to admit to fraud but that they 
have deliberately evaded tax and duties that are due which HMRC may consider to be 
fraudulent. Making such a disclosure is the only way a person can avoid a criminal 
investigation by HMRC for that tax fraud. HMRC recognised that more guidance about 
areas where HMRC cannot offer immunity, such as money laundering, and safeguards for 
people who are inadvertently involved in fraudulent acts would be helpful. They are 
currently carrying out a review of the CDF process and will look at these issues.  



 

 
6. Member bodies suggested HMRC might also want to consider: 
 
 providing the same protection rights against prosecution for people who have not 

committed deliberate fraud but make voluntary and full disclosures 
 how it interacts with other law enforcement and regulatory bodies and shares 

information 
 the scope for people to subsequently opt out of the CDF process 
 procedures to avoid abuse of the CDF process 
 
7. Member bodies said it was no longer clear to them how HMRC investigated people 
outside of the CDF process and what steps HMRC followed so that people who want to 
make a voluntary disclosure are treated consistently. 
 
8. HMRC hopes to help address that by providing presentations on its compliance 
approach to the Compliance Reform Forum and the Fraud sub-group. It said that people 
who have not committed fraud but want to make a full disclosure should not complete a 
contractual disclosure form. Information on how people can put their tax affairs right is 
on the gov.uk website at www.gov.uk/sortmytax. 
 
Looking ahead 
9. HMRC said it is keen to seek external involvement to improve its approach to fraud 
and how it tackles this. As well as discussing current issues, HMRC encouraged the group 
to take a strategic approach and consider what future impact economic issues and other 
factors might have on fraudulent activity.  
 
10. HMRC will not comment or give advice on individual cases but recognised that 
individual cases could add value where used as examples to illustrate any problems or 
concerns. 
 
11. For the next meeting HMRC proposed an overview for member bodies to help 
explain what it is doing to tackle tax fraud and how the different elements fit together. 
 
12. Member bodies referred to the Director of Public Prosecutions’ recent speech about 
prosecuting tax evasion. In it, he said that HMRC will refer sufficient cases to the Crown 
Prosecution Service to enable prosecutions for non-organised tax fraud to rise from 

 165 individuals in 2010-11, to  
 565 individuals in 2012-13, to  
 1165 individuals in 2014-15.  

13. Member bodies would be interested to know the source of these figures and how 
HMRC intends to deliver the increase. They suggested it would be useful to have 
statistical information to help demonstrate how well HMRC policies are working or areas 
where more work is needed. HMRC stressed that any statistics provided would need to 
be given in context. 
 
14. Member bodies would like to explore how HMRC and they can work together to 
provide better guidance and information to help clients make full disclosures. 
 
15. Other topics flagged up for future discussion included offshore work, Liechtenstein 
and other tax agreements, taskforces. 
 
Next meeting 
16. 12 June 2013. 
 
Action points What 
AP1 HMRC to circulate agreed terms of reference. 
 


